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Abstract  
Today is important to have a knowledge how to storage, processing, and to searching  in data, but 
more important is to have skills and to know how to extract useful knowledge from the big data and 
how to use that knowledge. More and more tangible becomes the need to carry out adequate training 
aimed at acquiring the necessary competencies for evaluation, verification and correct interpretation of 
statistical measures. The understanding the capabilities of information technology to save all facts and 
events occurring inside and outside an organization, as well as the detection and causal links 
explaining behavior, form the mandatory competencies in the age of the big data. The phenomenon 
"Big Data" opening up a new stage of "digital divide" affecting both organizations and individuals and 
is primarily the result of the complexity of processing and interpreting of the available data. There is a 
divide between the people who "haves" and "have-nots" skills and competencies to gain new 
knowledge from existing data. This article discusses the specifics of digital divide caused by the 
availability of big data. Based on research have been determined the existing barriers to overcome the 
problem. The article focuses on formulating the basic set of skills and competencies that must have 
every data science specialist. 
 

1. Introduction 
In the last few years we have witnessed an unprecedented explosion in the interest of organizations in 
big data and data science. Today, this topic is one of the most-discussed in research and practices as 
many organizations are striving to use the data they possess or control aiming to improve 
effectiveness and efficiency of their operations[9]. 
Modern information technologies allow the registering and storing of all facts related to emerging 
events. This naturally leads to the accumulation of Big Data. In many cases, searchable data 
repositories are designed in such a way that they do not allow learning to be done in an easy way. In 
order to gain knowledge of the accumulated complex and complicated data, computer applications are 
needed. This in turn limits the number of people who have the necessary experience to take 
advantage of the data sources[3,4,5].  
There is constant growth in the demand of the business for qualified specialists with the necessary 
expertise. A new form of division in society is emerging, largely due to the lack of skills to handle 
available big data. 

Big data represent a new challenge which “addresses the human ability to learn from an 
amount of data significantly beyond the human cognitive capacity.”[4]. It can be argued that it is 
difficult to achieve the necessary competencies to acquire literacy for working with large data. Trends 
in educated countries show that the young generation is withdrawing from studying topics related to 
data analysis such as mathematics and statistics. These generations rely on mediators – either human 
information brokers or computer applications as data mining tools – in coping with Big Data, usually 
without the necessary understanding of the limitations of application of the tools and the level of 
relevance of the results to the essence of the problem. This way of researching big data does not 
generate adequate knowledge of objects and events described by the data. Only a certain elite will be 
able to take full advantage of the accumulated data, understand the cause-effect relationships in the 
processes, which will allow the prediction of the results of the activities carried out. 

This gives a reason to believe in the discovery of a new form of digital divide, manifested at 
different levels within and outside organizations. We disclose three cases of the data science divide: 
(1) a division between firms that have human capital with better analytical skills and those that do not 
have it; (2) IT specialists who can learn from big data and others who can only manage, modify, and 
read them; (3) citizens who apply analytical skills and can handle big data drawing useful information 
and those who need a mediator to take advantage of the big data. 
The role of Data Scientist in this situation is related to the creation of products from the available data 
that acquire their value from the data themselves[10], and the final product in turn generates even 
more value. Data Scientist is a multidisciplinary profile that seeks knowledge in several learning areas. 
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This specialist relies heavily on the scientific way of doing things, so its research experience is of great 
significance. 
The main purpose of this article is to define the necessary competencies that each data specialist 
must possess in order to overcome digital divide. The article is organized in 2 sections as follows: The 
first section reviews the compulsory competencies held by data professionals. The aim of the second 
section is to present a competency framework of a data specialist in conditions of big data divide. 
 

2. A review of compulsory competencies in the big data era  
There is an increasingly active participation in the presentation of the Data Scientist’s 

professional profile and the necessary skills that this specialist must possess. The framework of 
knowledge, skills and competences that shape the data scientist’s profile has evolved over the years. 
For example: 

 In order to communicate Data Scientist findings and integrate the results into data artifacts 
deployed in business environments, Data Scientists must have strong social and personal 
capabilities, like communication, business acumen and curiosity.[6] 

 The skills required to hold the position of data scientist consist of the skills to: model and 
analyze, data processing, statistic, business domain, soft skills and technical skills[13,15] 

 The data scientist should possess technical (incl. Analytics, SAS, R, Python, Coding, Hadoop, 
SQL, and Database), as wel as non-technical skills (such as Intellectual curiosity, business 
acumen, and communication skills)[2]. 

 The data scientist is a combination of three basic areas: computer science, statistics and 
domain knowledge[1]. 

 The best skill possessed by the data scientist is awareness of the business strategy and the 
function of the organization[7]. 

 Reduces the data scientist skills to five basic ones: business, statistics, machine studies, 
communications and analysis[8].  

 Visualization and communication skills are important because they allow those who are not 
professional data analysts to interpret the data[8]. 

 Data scientist is a widely-applied specialist within a variety of organizations, therefore it’s 
difficult to provide a complete and consistent list of required skills, but points to mandatory 
data storage, data analysis, data conversion and communication skills[14]. 

 The ability to address critical information, as well as verifying sources and considering 
constraints of applied technologies is a factor in generating useful knowledge from the 
acquired information[4]. 

 The data scientist is an expert with the ability to manipulate and retrieve knowledge and turn it 
into significant value[11]. 

In order to uncover the main barriers to data science divide at a company level, a profile of the data 
specialist will be presented in the next section. 
 

3. Data science competence in digital divide conditions 
Based on the existing frameworks, a summary profile of the data specialist can be created, combining 
all the skills discussed above. In this model, we focused on 3 generic skill categories: Hard skills; Soft 
skills and analytical skills. Peculiarities of the knowledge and skills possessed in solving specific tasks 
are presented in table 1. 
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Table 1. Framework for data science 
 

 Soft skills Hard skills Analytic skills 

T
a
s
k
s

 

Create and sell stories 
based on data, verbally and 
visually 
 

Assure data quality; Build 
statistical models; Compute 
similarity Create data 
products/platforms; Create 
data visualizations; Integrate 
data from multiple sources, 
regardless of its structure 
and volume 

Identify rich data sources; 
Analyze expected value; 
Engineer effective solutions; 
Find answers to important 
business questions; Improve 
decision-making; Suggest 
new business directions; 
Think data analytically; Use 
and analyze data; Draw 
causal conclusions 

S
k
il
ls

 

Intellectual curiosity 
business acumen 
communication skills 
Communication 
Entrepreneurship 
Curiosity 

Computer science; Artificial 
intelligence; Automated 
analysis of data; Statistics; 
Big data; Databases; 
Machine Learning; 
Mathematics; Networking; 
Programming;  Cloud 
computing; Distributed 
computing; Data processing; 
Data ingestion; Data mining; 
Data preparation; Data tools 

Academic research; 
Formulation; 
Interdisciplinarity; Scientific 
method; Data analysis design 
and interpretation; Data 
visualization; Data 
warehouses 

C
o

m
p

e
te

n
c
ie

s
 

Understanding the basic 
business objectives and 
strategies, as this will allow 
maximum compaction of the 
knowledge gained from the 
data; Being able to 
understand stakeholders 
and support decision-
making; Being able to 
communicate and 
disseminate the findings 

To have the technical skills 
for statistical processing to 
apply in designing and 
interpreting experiments, 
modeling and forecasting. 
Being able to create data 
artifacts or optimize existing 
ones. 
 

To know methods of data 
analysis that automate the 
construction of analytical 
models; 
To improve business 
management and 
achievements by enhancing 
decision-making. 

 
It has been proved that the Big Data scientist should be able to write in programing languages like 
Python, R, Java, Ruby, Clojure, Matlab, Pig and SQL[12] and should be familiar with the NLP, 
machine training, conceptual modeling, statistical analysis, predictive modeling and testing of 
hypotheses, working with databases. All these skills will be part of the hard skills group.  
The category soft skills comprises a great deal of non-technical communication skills, organizational 
business strategy and understanding of the architecture of the system[8]. 
Alongside soft and hard skills[1], the data scientist needs to be able to use sophisticated analyses 
such as forex analysis, visualization and data modeling and machine training to predict what will 
happen in the future and make recommendations for improving the existing business process. In turn, 
it can be argued that analytical skills are based on hard skills as the decision making, the elaboration 
of strategies and the implementation of experimental research are handled using data obtained from 
other data based on some preliminary processing.  
Most IT professionals today have the skills to handle small data. Working with big data, however, 
requires more than technical literacy, statistics, mathematics, programming and working with a 
database. The lack of soft skills as well as analytical thinking can be interpreted as the main barrier to 
the formation of knowledge from big data. 
The following dependencies are noticed: (1) The presence of hard skills is a basis for data retrieval 
and formation of new knowledge. (2) Without the availability of analytic skills, the retrieved data is 
merely converted data that has no informational value and cannot acquire knowledge useful for 
developing business strategy. (3) Knowing the business plan and the main directions of the company’s 
development are an important prerequisite for implementing the right algorithm for data research and 
for achieving the desired results.  
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4. Conclusion 
The emergence of big data has opened up a new digital divide based on the shortage of data 
professionals with the necessary experience, knowledge and expertise. The presented competency 
model gives us reason to assert that big data divide at company level is further increased due to the 
wrong selection of human capital when appointing data scientists. Database management skills, 
statistics and programming languages are just some of the skills you need to work with big data. The 
data specialist must have expertise in three categories: hard skills, soft skills and analytic skills. The 
non-coverage of any of the listed categories of data-handling professionals places the company at a 
disadvantage, and managers are in a losing position. 
The Data science divide can be overcome in making the right choice of human capital. The serious 
problem here is the lack of trained specialists holding this expertise. This opens up new questions 
related to the training of data professionals. Data Science training needs to be business-oriented. This 
will increase the quality of the staff on the one hand, and on the other – increase the company’s 
productivity. 
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